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Abstract. Managing and distributing published information is traditionally the 

mission of libraries. But in times of digital information provisioning and perso-

nalized content delivery, the processes to fulfill this mission have to be re-

considered. Beyond simple keyword indexing using library categorization sys-

tems, digital corpora need to be preprocessed for later access directly by the end 

user. Thus, major functions of the classical librarian like assessing the actual in-

formation need and mediating between the library categorization and the end 

user are to some degree bypassed and have to be compensated for. Moreover, 

also the quality control of a digital library’s metadata annotations used for sub-

sequent querying of collections has to be guaranteed. In this paper we discuss 

the importance of metadata quality control for large eBook collections. 
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1   Introduction 

Today traditional libraries are still the role model in the field of successful content 

provisioning. In particular, large stacks of books are managed, indexed, and delivered 

to a heterogeneous community of customers, where each customer is individually 

served. Recently, user-centered alerting services and document delivery services like 

e.g., subito (http://www.subito-doc.com), a service of libraries in Germany, Austria, 

and Switzerland, or British Library Direct (http://direct.bl.uk/) for the UK, provide 

quick and easy-to-use access to large collections of books. Basically, the business 

model is to make on-demand scans of articles from periodicals or books, and then 

send them to the user, as well as to support the actual lending of books. 

In times of digital information and the interconnectedness through the Web, it is of 

course only to be expected that libraries extend their service offering beyond lending 

or copying (parts of) physical books. Moreover, digitization projects for books are 

underway on a grand scale also driven by companies. Well known examples include 

Google Books (http://books.google.com/) with an estimated 7 million volumes in 

2008, and the Open Content Alliance’s Open Library (http://openlibrary.org) captur-

ing about 1 million volumes, as well as bibliographical references for 22.6 million 

books as of 2008. In addition, vendors like Amazon.com are already delivering elec-

tronic versions of current books (with an estimated 300,000 volumes as of 2009).  



Since the traditional librarian is to some degree bypassed in Web-based systems, 

electronic access to digitized corpora is managed in different ways. For instance, 

Amazon.com enables the customer to download an eBook from a limited choice of 

popular books (generally the New York Times bestsellers) onto the Kindle device. 

But customers already have problems with this kind of access, due to the lack of or-

ganization possibilities: there is, e.g., no possibility to organize books within a folder 

structure and only a very limited full-text search is possible. On the other hand, the 

Google Book search and the Open Library project enable users to perform a full-

fledged Web-search style access to books basically indexing all the keywords in a 

book. Still, all these portals lack a user-centered access to the corpora that would be 

comparable to traditional library services. 

2   Controlling Metadata Quality for Querying eBook Collections 

Since eBooks are quite complex in terms of their content, the question is how do users 

find the ‘right’ book? Possible approaches to solve this problem range from strict 

professional classification using e.g., the Library of Congress subject headings 

(LCSH) or the Dewey Decimal System (DCC), to full-text searches over the entire 

content of the books. However, both approaches have their limitations. By strictly 

categorizing books using a certain system, experienced users are able to get high 

precision. But still, without some experience and a well-maintained classification 

system a digital library will not provide a user-centered access. In contrast, using full-

text search will result in a very high recall, but usually rather low precision depending 

on the query terms. 

2.1   The Query Process 

A solution to the problem of effective information access can be provided by breaking 

large eBook collections down to specialized topic-centered digital libraries. Such 

focused collections do not index the whole portfolio of available books, but just those 

books interesting for their domain. Besides the topical focus, the major success factor 

is the respective user interface and the (generally metadata based) query facility.  

In terms of suitable interfaces information visualization is becoming increasingly 

prevalent for understanding and explaining information. Currently, faceted navigation 

is a popular technique for supporting exploration and discovery of digital libraries and 

document collections. Facets refer to different kinds of categories used to characterize 

information items in each corpus. However, the large-subject-space problem is still 

unresolved and makes innovative, yet understandable extensions of the faceted model 

essential [6]. A promising example is GoPubMed (http://www.gopubmed.org) provid-

ing ontology-based literature search over around 19 million biomedical research jour-

nals in the Medline collection. 

Besides presentational issues, a major concern is the creation of suitable metadata. 

When describing collections information providers can rely on simple bibliographic 

metadata (like authors, book title, or publication year), or consider the content of each 

book. In this case the respective vocabulary and annotations to be considered valua-



ble, are largely depending on the specific content’s domain. For instance, for eBooks 

in the domain of chemistry the extraction of chemical entities or reactions is needed, 

whereas for cultural heritage collections, a reconciliation of historic terms may be 

necessary. However, the manual annotation of collections is a cumbersome and ex-

pensive task. Hence, automated ways of metadata creation for digital documents are 

currently heavily investigated usually relying on statistical techniques like word co-

occurrences or Semantic Web techniques, see e.g., [10, 3]. 

Because of the difficulties in automatically generating metadata, recently also the 

collaborative creation in form of tags and folksonomies has received considerable 

attention. Here, users annotate books or specific sections using a free vocabulary. The 

relevance (and thus to some degree correctness) of the resulting metadata is usually 

indicated by the number of individuals assigning a certain term. As an example con-

sider LibraryThing (http://www.librarything.com), where users can assign tags, write 

reviews and rate books: looking at the commonly used tags also the limitations (like 

the frequent use of different spellings for the same concept, e.g., Science Fiction, 

science_fiction or sci-fi) of this approach for information filtering become clear. 

2.2   Measuring the Quality of Metadata 

Considering eBooks and quality assurance, the first possible source of errors lies 

within the process of digitizing books. Using OCR software the digitized result will 

always contain some OCR errors. Actually, this is not too problematic when building 

full-text indexes (since standard IR techniques like, e.g., TF/IDF are not really af-

fected by unsystematic OCR errors). Still, for the process of tokenization or entity 

recognition in semantic classification techniques or in historic documents it definitely 

might already be an interesting factor affecting the overall retrieval quality [1]. 

The important part of introducing a convincing quality control for querying large 

digital collections lies in the metadata part. But while for traditional digital libraries 

the quality of (handcrafted) metadata may be measured in terms of completeness, 

correctness and relevance [8, 9], such metrics are difficult to obtain for semantically 

enriched digital collections. It is not sufficient to simply evaluate user satisfaction 

when employing semantically created metadata for querying, see e.g., [7], since users 

may look favorably upon the novelty of the interface rather than assess the retrieval 

effectiveness. The real benchmark of any information provider or library in the digital 

age lies in assessing the quality of the underlying metadata.  

In the domain of collaborative tagging systems, some work already investigated tag 

quality, see e.g., [2]. Moreover, it has been shown that the distribution of different 

tags for each individual digital item tends to stabilize over time [4, 5]. Considering 

these properties of tagging systems, it seems likely that although not all tags are use-

ful descriptors for resource sharing, social metadata can still be used as a reliable 

source of information.  

On the other hand quality evaluations of semantic techniques for metadata genera-

tion are still rare. A good example is [11] where measures for the quality of automati-

cally created taxonomies for classification are investigated. Major problems lie in the 

absence of ‘gold standards’ for benchmarking, as well as the loss of focus for individ-

ual instances when using purely statistical assumptions in semantic techniques. 



3   Outlook 

Given the extent and growth of digital content available in today’s collections and 

libraries, it is essential to develop new methods of (automatically) generating suitable 

metadata. But this metadata can only play a significant role in information access, if 

ways to measure its quality with respect to the annotated resources, are researched in 

parallel. In this paper we have argued that given the scale of current digitization 

projects for eBooks, neither the purely bibliographical indexing of collections, nor a 

simple full-text search of the digital content can be a satisfying solution to this prob-

lem. However, first approaches in the area of measuring the reliability of metadata – 

either crafted by social processes (like tagging), or generated by intelligent semantic 

techniques (like automated taxonomy generation) – already show promising results. 

Now systematic research for developing suitable quality measures has to follow. 

Moreover, we believe that breaking down the choice and evaluation of measures to 

the specific domains of the respective digital content is a necessary prerequisite for 

successful application. 
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